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Recent FINRA Developments and 
Concerns Regarding Remote 

Supervision
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Branch Audit Inspection Requirements: Rule 3110

• Firms must supervise all of their associated persons, regardless of their location, 
compensation or employment arrangement, or registration status, in accordance with 
FINRA By-Laws and rules.

• FINRA's Supervision Rule, Rule 3110, requires each firm to establish and maintain a system to 
supervise the activities of each associated person that is reasonably designed to achieve compliance 
with applicable securities laws and regulations, and with applicable FINRA rules.

• Rule 3110(c) requires each firm to review, at least annually (on a calendar-year basis), the 
businesses in which it engages. 

• The review must be reasonably designed to assist the firm in detecting and preventing violations of, 
and achieving compliance with, applicable securities laws and regulations, and with applicable FINRA 
rules. 

• The rule requires that a firm review the activities of each office and inspect each office on a 
specified cycle depending on the office classification. FINRA has interpreted the rule to require that 
inspections take place on-site, irrespective of the type of office.
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Virtual Branch Audits In A Global 
Pandemic?

• The short answer: no.

• In 2018, FINRA published Regulatory Notice 17-38 that 
proposed a revision to Rule 3110 that would specifically allow a 
member to conduct a virtual audit of a qualifying branch in 
satisfaction of its obligations under Rule 3110.

• The proposed change was never implemented. 

• FINRA has interpreted Rule 3110 to require that inspections 
take place on-site, irrespective of the type of office.
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FINRA Relief?

• Instead of allowing firms to conduct virtual branch audits to 
satisfy their obligations under Rule 3110, FINRA has simply 
delayed the deadline to complete on-site branch inspections.
• 3110.16 Temporary Extension of Time to Complete Office Inspections. 

Each member obligated to complete an inspection of an office of 
supervisory jurisdiction, branch office or non-branch location in 
calendar year 2020 pursuant to, as applicable, paragraphs (c)(1)(A), 
(B) and (C) under Rule 3110, shall be deemed to have satisfied such 
obligation if the applicable inspection is completed on or before March 
31, 2021.
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FINRA Focus On Virtual Supervision

• On a Zoom call with Chicago Bar Association Securities Law 
Division, FINRA and SEC members addressed their largest 
COVID concerns, FINRA regulators said they have concerns 
about:
• (i) Selling Away: FINRA is worried that it will see an increase in selling 

away specifically related to private offerings/unregistered securities on 
companies purporting to have miracle drugs related to COVID-19; and

• (ii) Cybersecurity: FINRA is worried that it will see an increase in 
hacking which is likely to become more prevalent on home computers.
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Selling Away

• Selling away is nothing new. It has always been a concern 
associated with supervising brokers. 

• But now, with most if not all of them working from home, the 
task just got more difficult for firms.

• We suspect this is why the proposed rule change was never 
implemented in 2018, (because supervising selling away is 
difficult remotely).
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Selling Away Case Study:

• In June 2020 FINRA expelled Broker-Dealer Sandlapper Securities, LLC 
and ordered it to pay restitution of $2.4M after a finding that it failed to 
established supervisory procedures, failed supervise the firm’s 
representatives, and that it’s CEO made misrepresentations to investors, 
all related to selling away of “direct working interests” in saltwater 
disposal wells.

• Sandlapper had supervisory procedures prohibiting selling away but 
allowed representatives to sell these DWIs as supposed real estate 
investments through a disclosed outside business activity.
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Selling Away Case Study: (contd.)

• The National Adjudicatory Council remarked:
• “Sandlapper only required that registered 
representatives submit outside business activity forms 
regarding their activities related to sales of DWIs; 
these forms only vaguely described the 
representative's efforts in soliciting investments in 
DWIs. Through their failures to exercise reasonable 
supervision of the sales of the firm's registered 
representatives, Gordon and Sandlapper violated 
NASD Rule 3010 and FINRA Rules 3110 and 2010.”
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Selling Away Case Study: (contd.)

• Takeaways:
• Make sure OBA descriptions are detailed. 

• In certain circumstances, more than just an OBA form is required. As 
the NAC  remarked, Sandlapper “only” required that the 
representatives submit OBA forms. This implies Sandlapper could have 
done more to properly supervise. 

• Carefully review all OBA forms involving medical industry/vaccines in 
light of FINRA concern about selling away related to COVID-19 cures.
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Completing Virtual Branch Supervision 
and Audits
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Virtual Supervision

• Reminder: Virtual inspections do not satisfy the 
supervisory obligation under Rule 3110(c) to conduct an 
in-person branch audit.

• However, that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t do them! 
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General Virtual Supervision Tips

• Over-escalating potential issues;

• Scheduling leadership meetings more frequently;

• Sending reminders more frequently;

• Creating new electronic supervisory checklists with 
electronic affirmations.
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Trading Supervision

• FINRA commended firms who implemented the following heightened supervisory 
procedures:

• Trade Reports and Alerts—

• Increased the frequency of their review, changed the existing thresholds relating to certain trade 
reports and alerts to increase the scope of their surveillance, or created additional alerts 
requiring traders to provide their rationale for certain activities.

• Communication Tools—

• Used new communication tools in an attempt to replicate traditional “line of sight” supervision in 
a remote work environment, such as keeping cameras, chat rooms, other collaboration tools and 
conference calls on during the day and scheduling daily rollcalls and multiple check-ins per day.

• Additional Monitoring—

• Implemented additional central monitoring and reviews of all supervisory activities, such as task 
and alert intake volumes and completion rates.
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Supervising Communications

• Q: Our branch office staff is working remotely due to the recent outbreak of coronavirus disease 
(COVID-19). During this time can firm mail that would ordinarily be delivered to the branch be 
directed or forwarded to an associated person's residence?

• A: Yes. A firm may choose to direct or forward firm mail that would ordinarily be delivered to the branch to an 
associated person's residence (e.g., because the firm does not have the option of collecting it in a central 
operations center or other location for principal review and handling). Because a principal is responsible for 
reviewing and handling certain communications, FINRA would expect a firm to direct or forward the mail from a 
branch office to a principal's residence. If this is not possible, and due to extenuating circumstances the firm 
elects to have the mail directed or forwarded to the residence of an associated person who is not a principal 
(e.g., a registered representative's residence), the firm must ensure that it has implemented a supervisory 
structure reasonably designed to supervise the activities of its associated persons, including implementing 
controls for the handling of customer correspondences received so that a principal may complete the 
appropriate reviews. The firm should document any new procedures that vary from its current written 
supervisory procedures. These procedures should take into consideration the additional risks associated with 
directing or forwarding firm business correspondence, including checks, to a personal residence (e.g., the 
retention and reporting of customer complaints, the handling of customer non-public information and the 
possible net capital implications of checks received).

• Depending upon the activities conducted at a person's residence, the residence may qualify as a “branch office” 
under FINRA Rule 3110(f)(2) (Supervision). However, as provided in Regulatory Notice 20-08, a firm is not 
required to file a Form BR to register a temporary branch office resulting from an emergency relocation due to 
the pandemic.
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Tips & Best Practices for Identifying 
Potential Selling Away Issues in the 

Virtual World
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Pre-Audit Preparation

• Importance of technology 
• With coronavirus concerns, you have to rely on technology to prepare for the 

branch audit.

• Look at the broker’s production history
• If they have sharp decline, that is a red flag?

• How are they surviving? Increased likelihood of selling away.

• Run a credit report

• Run a Lexis-Nexis report
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Where to look?

• Look for personal email accounts: 
• Check the new hire paperwork to see what email address they initially provided;

• Check that email address for selling away concerns.

• Look for copies of canceled checks:
• If you see checks to or from individuals, follow up on them; 

• Cancelled checks are a red flag.

• Look at bank statements
• If their personal bank account is comingled with their business account, you must 

review this account.
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How to conduct a virtual audit?

• Typically, an auditor should have free reign to look in every nook and 
cranny of the office.
• This is problematic in a virtual audit world.

• How to solve this issue?
• Software for remote access;

• Video instruction.
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Cybersecurity Concerns
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Cyber:  Top work from home Risk

o Leverage a Business Class (Hardware) Firewall

▪ Your ISP/Cable provided modem is not a Firewall and will not adequately 
protect your business

• Alternative Approach:  If a business class firewall exists at the office, force computing 
systems to automatically connect to the business network when outside the network.

▪ Use Geo-IP Filtering to block high risk countries

• North Korea, China, Iran, Russia, Brazil, India, etc.

▪ Enable logging (both success and failures) on the Firewall

• Review these logs frequently for suspicious activity

▪ Recommendation:  Meraki MX Series with Advanced Security License
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Cyber:  Proactive Measures

o Leverage a DMARC for outbound email

▪ This helps protect customers and the brand

▪ Explore domain monitoring in addition to a DMARC

• FINRA fell victim months ago

▪ Recommendations:  Proofpoint, Valimail or DomainTools

o Monitor the Cyber Hygiene of Advisors

▪ This will identify high risk Advisors

• Noncompliance in one area likely leads to noncompliance in other areas

▪ Recommendations:  FCI, OS33, or Entreda
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Cyber:  Other Areas of Interest

o Electronic Signatures

▪ Run reports to look at the Requester and the Signee IP Addresses

• If Advisors are not conducting in person visits, then the IP Addresses should never be 
the same warranting further investigation.

o Unannounced virtual audits

▪ Target disclosed and undisclosed email systems via the U4 process

• Host based DLP solutions can look for key words for triggers.

o Program Reviews

▪ Have your Cyber Program reviewed by a Cybersecurity Expert.
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Virtual Supervision & 
New Reg BI Obligations
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Obligations of Regulation BI
Effective June 30th, 2020:

• Care Obligation
• Systems to evaluate reasonably available alternatives

• Reports generated to be reviewed by Compliance

• Disclosure Obligation
• Form CRS

• Delivery requirements for record keeping

• Conflicts of Interest Obligation
• Online review and investigations to confirm

• Utilizing previous discussion points

• Compliance Obligation
• CRM systems to document changes

• Training of staff and testing of staff through virtual training modules
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Reg BI Regulatory Exams & 
Investigations

Examinations

• Reg BI in effect June 30 

• Branch Office Extension to 
March 31st, 2021

• Lobbying Efforts - SIFMA

• Disclosure obligation 
assessments key 

• FINRA to focus on 
implemented policies, 
procedures, and controls 

Investigations

• FINRA to avoid playing 
“gotcha” with Reg BI

• Requests for Information
• CRD System

• Encrypted Production

• Staff in multiple places

• Review of production

State Law Impact

• FINRA tracking regulatory and 
legislative efforts through 
fiduciary standard 

• Potential conflict where 
policies for state/FINRA clash
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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